
Cognitive Defusion Log Worksheet
Client Information:

Name:

Date of Birth:

Gender:

Address:

Phone Number:

Email Address:

Date of Consultation:

Instructions:

This worksheet is designed to help you practice cognitive defusion techniques and develop a healthier 
relationship with your thoughts. Take a few moments to complete each section mindfully and honestly.

Reflect and Reorient:

Identify the Unhelpful 
Thought:

Notice the Impact: Defusion Technique:



Action Plan:


	Identify the Unhelpful ThoughtRow1: I'm never going to succeed in my career.
	Notice the ImpactRow1: This thought leads to feelings of discouragement and self-doubt. It prevents me from taking risks and pursuing opportunities.
	Defusion TechniqueRow1: I choose to use the "Thanking Your Mind" technique.
	Identify the Unhelpful ThoughtRow2: I'm not good enough to be in a relationship.
	Notice the ImpactRow2: This thought causes feelings of insecurity and loneliness. It holds me back from pursuing romantic connections.
	Defusion TechniqueRow2: I choose to use the "Naming Your Story" technique.
	Identify the Unhelpful ThoughtRow3: I always mess things up.
	Notice the ImpactRow3: This thought leads to a fear of failure and a lack of self-confidence. It prevents me from taking on new challenges.
	Defusion TechniqueRow3: I choose to use the "Singing the Thought" technique.
	Identify the Unhelpful ThoughtRow4: I'll never be able to lose weight.
	Notice the ImpactRow4: This thought creates feelings of frustration and hopelessness. It hinders my motivation to adopt healthier habits.
	Defusion TechniqueRow4: I choose to use the "Leaves on a Stream" technique.
	Identify the Unhelpful ThoughtRow5: Everyone is judging me.
	Notice the ImpactRow5: This thought causes social anxiety and self-consciousness. It limits my participation in social activities.
	Defusion TechniqueRow5: I choose to use the "Thoughts as Weather" technique.
	undefined: During the defusion process, I realized that these thoughts are just mental events and not accurate reflections of reality. They don't define me or dictate my future. I can choose to observe them without getting caught up in their negative impact. I can reorient my focus towards my values and prioritize taking action that aligns with them.
	undefined_2: Today, I will reach out to a mentor in my field and ask for guidance on advancing my career. I will take this step regardless of the presence of the unhelpful thought.
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